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• Code–Model conversion into Delphi code •
Support for reverse-engineering from code into
diagrams • Generates code for the original
diagram from selected code blocks • Code
generating for external properties of the class •
Visibility of code for a selected class • Addition
of methods to a class from selected code blocks
• Synchronizing between diagrams and code •
Access to diagram delegates for selecting views
and performing actions • Retrieving selected
values from the diagram and use them in code •
List of user-defined operators • Synchronize
selected operations • Extraction of methods
from the diagram • Property interface with
integrated automatic properties • Generating
interface code for a selected interface •
Generating classes, properties and methods
from interface code • Visibility of interface
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delegates for selection of views and performing
actions • Synchronization between diagrams and
interface code • Visibility of external interface
methods in the interface code • Generate
method and properties for selected interface •
Visibility of classes and methods in the diagram
• Visibility of external classes in the diagram •
Visibility of operations in the diagram •
Synchronization between diagrams and classes •
Generating classes from the diagram •
Synchronization between diagrams and
operators • Visibility of operators in the
diagram • Visibility of operators from the
diagram • Visibility of fields from the diagram •
Visibility of properties from the diagram •
Synchronization between diagrams and fields •
Synchronization between diagrams and
properties • Synchronization between diagrams
and operators • Synchronization between
diagrams and external operations •
Synchronization between diagrams and interface
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code • Synchronization between diagrams and
classes • Synchronization between diagrams and
fields • Synchronization between diagrams and
properties • Synchronization between diagrams
and external operations • Synchronization
between interface code and classes •
Synchronization between interface code and
fields • Synchronization between interface code
and properties • Synchronization between
interface code and external operations •
Synchronization between classes and classes •
Synchronization between classes and fields •
Synchronization between classes and properties
• Synchronization between classes and external
operations • Synchronization between classes
and interface code • Synchronization between
classes and classes • Synchronization between
classes and fields • Synchronization between
classes and properties • Synchronization
between classes and external operations •
Synchronization between fields and fields
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With the help of this tool, users will be able to
create a complete set of UML diagrams,
including class diagrams, sequence diagrams,
activity diagrams and other popular visual
diagrams. ModelMaker Pascal Edition is easy to
use and works fine with both Mac and Windows
OS. By implementing this utility, users will be
able to design and manage complex UML
diagrams, that will then be easily converted into
source code. Key Features: The interface is well-
structured and offers users an intuitive
workflow sequence. The utility offers multiple
tabs and panels that contain a comprehensive set
of modeling tools. ModelMaker Pascal Edition
provides a powerful set of tools for creating
UML diagrams. UML diagrams can be created
from scratch or directly from the diagrams in
the user’s Delphi IDE. Once diagrammed, users
will be able to fine-tune the diagrams to their
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requirements. The software features an array of
diagrams and supports diagram reverse-
engineering, thereby providing a way for users
to create diagrams from inputted source code.
More than a simple conversion tool,
ModelMaker Pascal Edition will transform
complex UML diagrams into Delphi code,
thereby eliminating the need for manual coding.
Pros: Ease of use Supports both Mac and
Windows Powerful set of tools for creating
UML diagrams Delphi-based IDE integration
Cons: Requires prior experience Slow operation
Summary: ModelMaker Pascal Edition is a
comprehensive UML diagramming utility, that
allows users to create complex UML diagrams
directly from the diagrams in the user’s Delphi
IDE. Features 1. Create UML Diagrams The
application enables users to create diagrammatic
UML models from scratch, by following the
user-friendly interface. Users will be able to edit
the diagram manually or click on the “Generate
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UML Diagrams” option, thereby having them
instantaneously generate the corresponding
diagrams. Once created, users can customize
and fine-tune the diagram. Finally, the utility
will allow the diagram to be converted to a
“Structural Diagram” and exported to the Delphi
IDE code. 2. UML Diagram Reverse-
Engineering The application also supports
reverse-engineering, through the use of
diagramming macros. This function will allow
users to generate corresponding code for the
diagram created. However, this functionality is
only available if the source code is available for
the diagram. 3. UML Diagram Display The
application features a well- 77a5ca646e
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LiveCode's main goal is to make web
development easier and faster than any other
web development environment. It is simple,
powerful and user friendly, with a few clicks
you can get things done - quickly. Like other
powerful, free web development platforms,
LiveCode comes with a full featured
programming language called LiveScript. It is a
dynamic language that compiles to JavaScript.
With LiveCode, you can: Create applications
that use HTML, HTML5, XML, XHTML, CSS,
JavaScript, Flash and Java - all from a single
source code file. Experience true one-click web
app creation with LiveCode templates. Easily
take your skills from the web to the desktop
with desktop versions of your web apps.
Integrate with your favorite code editors to work
in a single code editor. Work in the browser, on
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your Mac, PC or Linux desktop, or take your
web development app to the cloud. LiveCode is
available for Windows, OS X, iOS, and
Android. Features include: HTML5, CSS,
JavaScript, XML, Flash, Google Gears, Adobe
Flex, Adobe AIR, Java, JDBC, JDOM, and
more. Description: The Book3D API is a set of
independent components that may be used to
design 3D books, 3D magazines, and 3D any
other object. Users can create 3D models using
any 3D software, or by drawing on paper. Each
3D object has a set of properties, such as size,
position, rotation and so on. Users can also
change the lighting, and get the view of the
objects as seen from different angles.
Description: The Book3D API is a set of
independent components that may be used to
design 3D books, 3D magazines, and 3D any
other object. Users can create 3D models using
any 3D software, or by drawing on paper. Each
3D object has a set of properties, such as size,
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position, rotation and so on. Users can also
change the lighting, and get the view of the
objects as seen from different angles.
Description: LiveCode's main goal is to make
web development easier and faster than any
other web development environment. It is
simple, powerful and user friendly, with a few
clicks you can get things done - quickly. Like
other powerful, free web development
platforms, LiveCode comes with a full featured
programming language called LiveScript. It is a
dynamic language that compiles to JavaScript.
With LiveCode,

What's New In?

ModelMaker Pascal Edition is a sophisticated
UML modeling utility. It enables users to create
visual diagrams or models that can be then
converted into Delphi code. It also supports
reverse-engineering, where an inputted model
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can be converted into a diagram. To create a
UML diagram, the user will be able to design
the components that are to appear in the
diagram. Some of the options include: Generate
abstract classes Generate interfaces Generate
classes Generate assignments Generate
operators Generate fields Generate associations
Generate properties Generate Events Generate
procedures Generate methods Generate methods
Generate classes Generate Inheritance trees
Generate multiple inheritance trees Generate
properties Generate classes Generate interfaces
Generate classes Generate methods Generate
fields Generate interfaces Generate association
Generate classes Generate operators Generate
fields Generate method Generate classes
Generate methods Generate fields Generate
operators Generate methods Generate classes
Generate operators Generate fields Generate
methods Generate classes Generate operators
Generate fields Generate methods Generate
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classes Generate operators Generate fields
Generate methods Generate classes Generate
operators Generate fields Generate methods
Generate classes Generate operators Generate
methods Generate classes Generate operators
Generate fields Generate methods Generate
classes Generate methods Generate classes
Generate operators Generate methods Generate
classes Generate operators Generate fields
Generate methods Generate classes Generate
classes Generate methods Generate classes
Generate operators Generate methods Generate
classes Generate methods Generate classes
Generate operators Generate fields Generate
methods Generate classes Generate classes
Generate operators Generate methods Generate
classes Generate operators Generate methods
Generate classes Generate classes Generate
operators Generate methods Generate classes
Generate classes Generate operators Generate
methods Generate classes Generate operators
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Generate methods Generate classes Generate
classes Generate operators Generate methods
Generate classes Generate classes Generate
operators Generate methods Generate classes
Generate classes Generate operators Generate
methods Generate classes Generate classes
Generate operators Generate methods Generate
classes Generate classes Generate classes
Generate operators Generate methods Generate
classes Generate classes Generate classes
Generate classes Generate operators Generate
methods Generate classes Generate classes
Generate classes Generate classes Generate
classes Generate classes Generate classes Gener
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System Requirements For ModelMaker Pascal Edition:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8,
Windows 7 SP1, Windows Vista SP2 CPU: Intel
Core i5 (2.5 GHz or faster), AMD Athlon (2.5
GHz or faster) RAM: 4 GB Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R9 285
Sound: DirectX 11 compatible sound card Input:
DirectInput or XInput compliant joystick or
gamepad Input: Keyboard and mouse Additional
Notes: The game was tested on a variety of Intel
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